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Maria Cano 
 

 

 

 

 

School Board Candidate Questionnaire 
1. Do you have children? Yes / No 

 

If so, what schools (private or public) have they attended and when? 

School name:   When: 

 

2. Please indicate your three (3) priorities once in office and explain why: 

A. Adequate Funding 

It is no secret that LAUSD has been greatly affected by the state budgetary cuts. It is also no 

secret that such cuts hurt students. Cutting necessary programs such as early, adult and arts 

programs has already impacted and will continue to have long term ramifications on our 

quality of education and on our ability sustain and graduate students. Furthermore, such cuts 

have also impacted and will continue to impact our economy. The loss of much needed 

programs also means the loss of much needed staff at our school sites. 

B. Quality Instruction 

First and foremost, quality instruction is not just about whether a child can take a test, or 

whether the teacher is performing at their best. Quality Instruction is also about an 

investment of time and money into teacher training programs, into educational plans that 

make sense and can be implemented, and about a program changes that add value not just 

cost more money. 

C. School Safety 

This is a very sensitive and important topic. School safety is and should be of interest to 

everyone because it impacts everyone. School safety is about being able to reassure parents 

that their children are safe when they are in the hands of the District, it‟s about whether we 

have adequate staff to supervise the school grounds especially when children are at play. 

School safety is also about a comprehensive plan that includes training teachers, school staff 

on how to proactive during different types of emergencies. But school safety is also about 

being proactive and forming partnerships, with our local communities, elected officials and 

government entities. 

 

3. Quality instruction, reducing class size, adequate funding, school choice and access to quality 

data have all been cited as policies that impact student achievement. Please rank your opinion 

of these conditions with 1 being the most impactful and 5 being the least. 

 

Quality Instruction: Rank __2_____ 

Adequate Funding: Rank __1_____ 

School Choice Rank ___4____ 

Reducing Class Size Rank ___3____ 

Access to Quality Data Rank ____5___ 
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Comments: I think that all the above are important policies that impact student achievement. 

My choice of ranking does not necessarily mean one is more important than the other. Instead 

the order reflects my opinion on which focus will give us the fastest and best return of much 

needed resources in the classroom. 

 

4. How would you as a school board member increase parent and community engagement in 

schools? What have you done thus far to support your vision? 

 

As a Community Organizer for the District for over 8 years, I have firsthand knowledge of working 

with parents, teacher and administrators. Parents and everyone else want to feel that they are valued 

and needed because they care. As the child of a very active PTA president who saw firsthand the 

benefit of parent engagement, I feel obligated to increase options at school sites for our parents and 

education partners. Therefore, I have devised a three step plan that will guarantee increased parent 

and community engagement in schools. My plan welcomes parents, teachers and administrators to 

work together for common goals and beneficial improvements. I have been working on buy in from 

all three levels, students, parents and administrators and to date the only question is whether such a 

plan is feasible during budget cuts. My answer of course is „yes”. 

 

5. What, in your opinion, is the pathway toward adequately funding the district? Do you 

believe the funding structure needs to be overhauled? 

 

The best way to adequately fund the district is three fold: 1) we need to look closely at District 

spending and ensure that cuts are being made in an equitable manner. We need to look at where we 

have been wasteful and address those issues immediately, 2) we need to work harder at addressing 

unfunded and unrealistic mandates by the federal government. The task and efforts by the District to 

meet the demands only depletes the already shrinking District Budget. Finally, we need to work on 

changing antiquated policies that impact education. I think one of the challenges, if not the largest 

challenge, facing our school district is the archaic tax structure in funding public education, more 

specifically Prop. 13. Now that the state legislature has a super majority in both chambers, as an 

advocate and a leader of one the second largest schools district in the nation, I would lobby 

Sacramento and my local state legislature to relook at Prop 13. 

 

6. Recently there has been a number of child abuse allocations brought against LAUSD. How 

would you help protect students from LAUSD employees who may seek to harm students? 

 

First and foremost, the most minimal of any type of abuse towards a child is reprehensible. As a 

Board Member, I would push for the development of a plan by District staff that more aggressively 

protects students. I have talked to my past teachers and current teachers, and none have told me that 

they are opposed to anything that more closely protects students. The key, however, is in the 

leadership and I am fully committed to protecting our students and to ensuring prosecution to the full 

extent of the law of those that violate our commitment to students and to their parents. 

 

7. Should LAUSD have a goal of bringing more students back into public education from 

private and home schools? If so, how would you suggest going about this? 

 

I don‟t think it should be a goal of the District to bring back students who have chosen other 

education options. The goal of the District would best be served by focusing on securing funding for 

educational programs, to reinstate teachers and school staff, to keep libraries open, to increase 

graduation rates etc. 
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8. What steps need to be taken to continue to challenge high achieving students? Are we doing 

enough to support these students? 

As a product of the District, I don‟t think we do enough to support our high achieving students. . 

First, we need to accept that high performing students are everywhere in our District. Secondly, we 

need to train our teachers and administrations on recognizing high achieving students within their 

schools. Finally, we need to develop programs that challenge students beyond the basic curriculum. 

This can include more emphasis on Academic Decathlon type of options, especially in grades k-8, 

internships and pre-college classes programs. 

 

9. What role will you have in addressing the resource and opportunity gaps for low-income 

students? 

 

I plan on having a hand on role in working with my colleagues and District staff to bring about 

solutions that will address the resource and opportunity gaps for low income students. 

 

10. What do you think of the teacher evaluation agreement reached between the District and 

LAUSD labor partners? Explain it and share your thoughts on it.  
 

I agree with both sides that it is a good start. As a Board Member I will work to maintain the 

momentum of partnership and collaboration with our Labor partners, and will be proactive in my 

efforts to bring the parties to the table when necessary. 

 

12. What is your position on school choice for parents and families? 

School choice is only good if it is truly a choice. Unfortunately the current choice process does not 

fully engage parents and families as it should and needs to be further developed if we are going to 

continue to call it a choice process. 

 

13. What is your opinion on charter school growth within the district? Should we limit or 

promote charter school growth? 

 

I think that we as voters and as concerned citizens need to be vigilant of public education at all 

levels. We need transparency, equity, accountability, and safety. All children deserve a fair and 

equitable public education, anything short of that is not fair to any student independent of ability, any 

family or any community. 

 

14. How will you engage the community to inform your policy positions and understand the 

implications of board decisions on the educational experiences of the families and students you 

serve? 

 

As a Community Organizer, I feel that I am the most qualified to bring broad sectors of the 

community together for planning and decision making. I believe in and will implement a proactive 

approach to informing and engaging the community at all levels. I will also utilize existing platforms 

to engage and gather input. I believe that we have a wonderful tool in Neighborhood Councils and 

promise to work with them and other civic and non-profit organizations to ensure participation at all 

levels. 

 

15. How will you work with other members of the board, the administration and members of 

the community to ensure EL students are reclassifying and gaining access to A-G courses? 
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I recognize the needs of District 6, I know this constituency and the students very well, and I was and 

EL student. Therefore I can say with conviction, that the only way to succeed in educating our EL 

students is through well-staffed school sites that can work closely and focus on individual education 

plans more aggressively. As a Board Member, I plan on championing this cause, working with my 

colleagues to elevate this as a priority and once solutions are had, will work very closed with teaches 

and administrators to ensure that they have the resources that they need to assist El students gain 

access to A-G courses. 

 

16. Do you support Superintendent John Deasy and would you fight to keep him in office? * 

 

Unlike my colleagues, I have had an opportunity to see Deasy at work. It takes a few board meetings 

to look at how he decides the future of our children. It takes a few meetings to read that he is focused 

on other priorities and not necessarily those that are emergency priorities for our community. And, I 

think that, you are the boss. You can judge whether he is doing a good job or not. He himself has said 

he could do a better job. He has a very big job. He gets paid well to do it, and as a matter of fact, 

while we were laying off teachers, he gave himself a raise. I think that is a shame. I think we need to 

stand firm, and not be afraid to stand to someone and say, „that is really disrespectful to the many 

wonderful women and men teachers, staff, principals who work hard every day, like yourself, unlike 

yourself, they are working directly with the students dealing with their everyday needs.‟ And when 

you consider all that, and he himself has said he can do a better job, I feel wonderful at saying, yes, 

he can do a better job. And, yes I would think twice at evaluating him as a successful employee 

considering the fact that we are still not graduating the numbers that he promised, looking at 

spending money before we spend it in the classroom on technology. There are ways of putting 

technology in the classroom that is inclusive for everybody, not individuals alone. 

 

*Please note: This question was added from the Candidate Forum video. 
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Antonio Sanchez 
 

 

 

 

 

School Board Candidate Questionnaire 

 
1. Do you have children? Yes / No 

 

If so, what schools (private or public) have they attended and when? 

 

School name:   When: 

 

2. Please indicate your three (3) priorities once in office and explain why: 

 

A. Leadership development for principals and professional development for teachers- 

Every school needs a strong principal that will work to support his/her 

teachers. We must invest in developing their leadership skills and ensure 

they have adequate time to work with their teachers. Let’s more fully invest 

in the professional development of every teacher and ensure they have 

common planning time. If current professional development isn’t meaningful 

to our teachers, let’s find a more effective approach. When we help our 

teachers, we help our students. 

 

B. Treating parents as equal partners in their children‟s education- 

Parent engagement is an X factor in a child’s education. I was fortunate 

enough to have parents that cared and had the time to walk me to school, ask 

me about my homework, and go to my basketball games. We should not only 

be welcoming every parent’s involvement, LAUSD must engage parents and 

treat them as equal partners.  
   

C. Increasing classroom resources- 

Let’s focus and invest every resource possible to support the classroom and 

our schools. I will keep on eye on Sacramento and make sure the Prop. 30 

funds are spent on our schools. Sacramento must keep their promise. I will 

push our state to reform the way education is funded. It is appalling that 

California has fallen to almost dead last, 49th among the United States, in 

per-pupil spending. Our students are our future and we must invest in them. 

 

3. Quality instruction, reducing class size, adequate funding, school choice and access to 

quality data have all been cited as policies that impact student achievement. Please rank 

your opinion of these conditions with 1 being the most impactful and 5 being the least. 
Quality Instruction: Rank ____1___ 

Adequate Funding: Rank ____1___ 

School Choice Rank ____1___ 
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Reducing Class Size Rank ____1___ 

Access to Quality Data Rank ____1___  

 

Comments: All of these pieces need to be working together. They‟re all important 

variables that lead to the success of a student. Every child must have quality 

instruction, supported by a small class size and quality data. Parents must be engaged 

and be treated as equal partners. Our education system is severely underfunded in 

California; we must overhaul the funding structure to bring more funds to our local 

schools.  

 

4. How would you as a school board member increase parent and community engagement 

in schools? What have you done thus far to support your vision? 

 

Every school needs to have a culture that views parents as equal partners in their child‟s 

education. Every school must give parents the right tools for them to be engaged and 

empowered. I firmly believe there must be a welcoming parent center on every campus that 

actively engages parents. I have worked with parent center directors from Poly High School, 

Pacoima Middle School, Olive Vista Middle School, and Pacoima Elementary School by 

speaking to parents about the importance of their involvement in their kids education. I also 

supported the parent centers by bringing critical government resources within the parents‟ reach. 

 

5. What, in your opinion, is the pathway toward adequately funding the district? Do you 

believe the funding structure needs to be overhauled?  
 

Yes, I believe the funding structure needs to be overhauled. It is appalling that California has 

fallen to almost dead last, 49th in the United States, in per-pupil spending. I worked to pass Prop. 

30 and I will keep on eye on Sacramento to make sure the Prop. 30 funds are spent on our 

schools. In addition, I will lobby the federal government and demand our education system in 

Los Angeles be fully funded. The federal government funding is supposed to help fund services 

for our special education students. Currently, the federal government is obligated to fund 40% of 

our IDEA services and it is only funding 17% today. I‟m excited the Governor is talking about 

per pupil funding and overhauling the system. Let‟s bring the decision making process to the 

local level with the appropriate oversight. The dollars must follow the students. I also support 

current legislation that will lower the threshold to pass a partial tax to help fund our schools from 

2/3 to 55%. 

 

6. Should LAUSD have a goal of bringing more students back into public education from 

private and home schools? If so, how would you suggest going about this? 

 

It is a parent‟s decision whether they should send their children to private, home, or District 

schools. A parent knows what is best for their child. I do believe we need to restore the quality of 

our education system in order to give all parents the confidence they need in order for them to 

send their children to LAUSD schools. 

 

7. What steps need to be taken to continue to challenge high achieving students? Are we 

doing enough to support these students?  

 

We must have options for all our students, including our high achieving students. Every high 

school must offer a variety of AP courses and extra curricular activities for all our students. We 
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also need to have partnerships in place with local community colleges and ask those local 

community colleges to offer college level courses, on our high school campus, to our students. 

 

8. What role will you have in addressing the resource and opportunity gaps for low-income 

students? 

 

Overhauling the funding structure for our education system by using a per pupil formula will 

help low-income students. We must also make technology available for all students. Many of our 

students do not have access to a computer or the internet at home, and should at least have access 

to these now critical resources at school. Ultimately, we can address the opportunity gap by 

providing leadership for teachers, professional development for teachers, strong parent 

engagement, and more resources in the classroom. 

 

9. What do you think of the teacher evaluation agreement reached between the District 

and LAUSD labor partners? Explain it and share your thoughts on it. 

 

I believe our teacher evaluation system needs to help develop teachers and support them in their 

professional development so they can help our students learn. The agreement is a step in the right 

direction. Considering the bargaining table climate, I was happy an agreement was reached that 

both Superintendent Deasey and the LAUSD labor partners fully supported. As LAUSD moves 

forward and begins to implement the evaluation, we need to welcome input from the staff in 

charge of implementing the evaluation. Their input will help us further understand the 

effectiveness of the system. In the future, we may need to work with all our partners and 

consider developing an evaluation system that incorporates both student performance for 

individual teachers and school wide performance. 

 

10. What is your position on school choice for parents and families? 

 

Parents know what is best for their child. My parents had a choice for my education; they 

enrolled me in magnet schools. Let‟s empower parents with the information they need to 

advocate for their kids, and preserve their right to choose the learning environment they think is 

best for their child. They must have access to a variety of high quality options- whatever they 

may be. Let‟s work to expand these options so that every child has access to a high quality 

school of his or her choice. 

 

11. What is your opinion on charter school growth within the district? Should we limit or 

promote charter school growth? 

 

I will be supportive of all good schools, whether they be charter or regular schools. I will not 

vote to limit the growth of good schools. This is about having quality options for parents and 

their children. I will not limit the options for parents. At the same time, I will hold charter 

schools to the same high standard I will hold all district schools - they must have a transparent 

budgetary process, be inclusive of the surrounding community, and work with all students. 

 

12. How will you engage the community to inform your policy positions and understand the 

implications of board decisions on the educational experiences of the families and students 

you serve? 

 

I plan to have a district office available to all. I value the input of parents, school staff, and 
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students, so I will visit schools every week and talk to them. I will interact with the parents, 

school staff, and teachers. I will bring the district to them and not expect them to come to the 

district. 

 

13. How will you work with other members of the board, the administration and members 

of the community to ensure EL students are reclassifying and gaining access to A-G 

courses? 

 

Speaking as an EL student, I know that constant communication between the board, the 

administration, teachers, and parents will help EL students be successful. In addition, every 

teacher in the district must have professional development that helps to empower EL students 

and their parents. I believe that my three priorities of principal and teacher development, parent 

engagement, and bringing additional resources to the classroom will help more EL students be 

successful. 

 

14. Do you support Superintendent John Deasy and would you fight to keep him in office? * 

 
I love his sense of urgency. I love his passion. I think no one can deny that. I think no one can deny that 

he is working day and night to make sure that our kids have a high-quality public education. Yes, I would 

support him. Absolutely. It would be unfair for me to say, „we have to get rid of this guy.‟ I haven‟t even 

worked with him yet. From what I have seen, I like when people have energy. I love it when people have 

ideas, and I kind of like when people don‟t take „no‟ for an answer, and we are able to say, when it comes 

to our education policy I‟m not taking „no‟ for an answer. We have to figure this out now because I‟m not 

going to wait another academic year. Do I think our students deserve access to high technology 21
st
 

century technology? I have never had a job where I didn‟t use a computer, where I didn‟t have to be 

familiar with Word or PowerPoint, with Excel. Our students deserve access to technology, to blended 

learning. It will never replace a teacher, but that is not the point. It will help a teacher tremendously. So, 

yes, yes.”  

 

*Please note: This question was added from the Candidate Forum video. 
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MONICA RATLIFF for Board of Education 2013 

District 6 – The only Teacher in this Race 
School Board Candidate Questionnaire 

 

1. Do you have children? Yes / No  

Monica Ratliff said, “Over the years, I have often thought about how I would educate my 

children if I was blessed to have children. I have contemplated options such as 

homeschooling, a private school, and various public versions (charter, magnet, or public 

school). Over the last decade that I have taught at San Pedro Elementary, I have realized 

that I would do what many teachers at San Pedro do and bring any children I have to 

school at San Pedro. It‟s a good public school filled with highly effective, caring 

teachers. I would be happy to have my children attend San Pedro.” 

 

2. Please indicate your three (3) priorities once in office and explain why:  

 

Monica Ratliff said. “1. The health and safety of our students must be the top priority of 

LAUSD. Parents trust the schools to return their children to them at the end of the day in 

the same condition - or hopefully better thanks to education. 

 

2. Our students must graduate from high school and be prepared to succeed in college or 

a vocation. This mentality must be instilled in elementary school. Education lifts a 

society up. The longer a child stays in school the greater chance they have of making a 

difference and not just in their own lives but in the lives they touch. 

 

3. LAUSD must be fiscally responsible. The public has a right to know where the money 

is going and what is the expected outcome of the expenditure. Often, LAUSD makes 

decisions that are not good for the classroom, not good for the school, and, most 

importantly, not good for the student. Schools need more local control over funding.” 

 

3. Quality instruction, reducing class size, adequate funding, school choice and 

access to quality data have all been cited as policies that impact student 

achievement. Please rank your opinion of these conditions with 1 being the most 

impactful and 5 being the least.  
 

Monica Ratliff said, “I would rank them as the following 

Quality Instruction: Rank ____1___ 

Adequate Funding and Local Control: Rank ____1__ 

School Based Collaboration: Rank ____1__ 

Reducing Class Size: Rank ____1__ 

Formative and Summative Assessments: Rank ____1__ 

 

All of the above-mentioned have a vital role in providing our students with an 

effective education. Quality instruction is obviously essential for student 

success. Schools must receive adequate funding and have the local control to 

spend the money in a manner that best meets the needs of their students. 
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MONICA RATLIFF for Board of Education 2013 

District 6 – The only Teacher in this Race 

 
School-based collaboration - the parents, teachers, administrators, and 

community working together - leads to a better, more targeted, and effective 

education for the students. Reducing class size in schools and grades that are 

struggling gives teachers more time to meet the needs of the individual 

students. Finally, good teaching revolves around formative and summative 

assessments that allow the teacher to quickly and immediately see the 

students‟ area of need and see the students‟ progress over time. 

The issue of school choice ultimately revolves around parents‟ desire to send 

their children to successful schools. Every student should be able to attend a 

school that works and we must immediately fix the schools that don‟t work. 

When I started at my school, the school‟s API was in the 600s. This year the 

API hit 814. My school is a Title 1, Title 3 school. If my school can be 

increasingly successful, every school in the district can be successful.” 

 

4. How would you as a school board member increase parent and community 

engagement in schools? What have you done thus far to support your vision? 

 

Monica Ratliff said, “School/parent communication is essential. As a teacher, I 

communicate regularly with the parents. Teachers and parents cannot wait until districtmandated 

parent conferences to communicate. Every week, parents see how their 

children are progressing in my class. If there is a problem, I communicate with the parent 

immediately. There are numerous programs available that allow parents, students, and 

teachers to communicate via technology. LAUSD should encourage each school to 

implement a program that allows for increased parent/school communication.” 

 

5. What, in your opinion, is the pathway toward adequately funding the district? Do 

you believe the funding structure needs to be overhauled? 

 

Monica Ratliff said, “The voters want their money to be used effectively by the district. 

Part of adequately funding the district is using the funds that we already have wisely. 

The public has a right to know where their money is going and what is the expected 

outcome. Often, purchases are made without appropriate investigation and public 

comment. The funding structure absolutely needs to be overhauled. I am excited about 

Governor Brown‟s plan to restructure the way districts are funded. The current system is 

byzantine. I sat in a school site council meeting as we discussed how a particular fund 

could be used for cookies and light refreshments but could not be used to purchase a 

computer. That‟s obviously ridiculous.” 
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MONICA RATLIFF for Board of Education 2013 

District 6 – The only Teacher in this Race 
 

6. Recently there has been a number of child abuse allegations brought against 

LAUSD. How would you help protect students from LAUSD employees who may 

seek to harm students? 

 

Monica Ratliff said, “We need to adequately staff the schools to prevent such abuse. For 

example, budget cuts have led to cuts in assistant principals and mental health 

professionals at the school site. The principal of a school should be able to walk through 

the school and see every classroom at least once or twice a week randomly. No teacher 

should ever think that they can get away with abusing students. In addition, the tenure 

timeline needs to be changed. Often, teachers get tenure too early without having been 

adequately observed. Principals are drowning in paperwork and assignments such as 

yard supervision that prevents them from doing a vital aspect of their job. It is essential 

that they know what is going on in the classrooms and the school. We need to rehire 

assistant principals to share the principal's burden AND free the principal up to walk 

through the classrooms regularly, but randomly, providing the instructional leadership 

that a school needs and deserves. The principal should have her finger on the pulse of the 

school. 

In addition, cuts have forced schools to make choices whether to have a school nurse or a 

school psychologist or counselor. There are schools without the regular attendance of a 

mental health professional. Currently, students can have a crisis and have no trained 

mental health professional at hand. A school psychologist or counselor at school sites 

will provide an additional safety net for our students.” 

 

7. Should LAUSD have a goal of bringing more students back into public education 

from private and home schools? If so, how would you suggest going about this? 

 

Monica Ratliff said, “I completely respect a parent‟s decision to homeschool their child 

or send them to a private school. A child will have no greater advocate and shepherd 

than their own parent. As mentioned above, I have often thought about what educational 

opportunity I would want for my child if I had a child. Because of my experience as a 

teacher at San Pedro Elementary, I believe in the potential of public education. I look 

forward to the day when every parent feels confident in their local public school. At the 

same time, I recognize and respect that there can be other issues besides educational 

quality - such as religious freedom - that motivate a parent‟s school choice.” 
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8. What steps need to be taken to continue to challenge high achieving students? 

Are we doing enough to support these students? 

 

Monica Ratliff said, “We are not doing enough to challenge high achieving students 

across the district. Currently, whether a high achieving student is appropriately 

challenged is based somewhat on luck. Some students are lucky enough to be in a 

classroom or a school that fits their needs. Unfortunately, there are too many students 

who are not so fortunate. We need to bring this issue into the light. We need to speak 

frankly about the many aspects of this issue. The first step is to have the honest 

discussion about the needs of high achieving students and not shy away from the 

complexities of such a discussion.” 

 

9. What role will you have in addressing the resource and opportunity gaps for low income 

students? 

Monica Ratliff said, “In many ways, my role will be the same as it is now and has been 

throughout the last decade that I have been a teacher and the years previously when I was 

a legal services attorney. I will continue to be an advocate for all students. I became a 

teacher because I believe that education is the route to a better life. I want your vote for 

Board of Education because my history shows you my future. I am not running for this 

office as a political stepping stone. I am running for the Board of Education because I 

know that my decade as a successful teacher at a thriving school in the inner city and my 

legal background give me the tools to improve this school district.” 

 

10. What do you think of the teacher evaluation agreement reached between the 

District and LAUSD labor partners? Explain it and share your thoughts on it. 

Monica Ratliff said, “The tentative agreement arose from the lawsuit, Doe v. Deasy. In 

that case, the judge ruled that under the Stull Act the District must comply "with the Stull 

Act's requirement that teachers and principals be evaluated by the progress of students 

toward District standards, however measured, and by the progress of students toward 

State standards as measured by the CSTs." 

I firmly believe that every teachers should look at their individual classes' CST reports 

every year to see what they taught well and in what areas of instruction they need to 

improve. The CST reports break the data into bands based on the standards so teachers 

can see what standards they taught well and what standards they did not teach as 

effectively. Unfortunately, the Tentative Agreement did not do enough to focus on that 

valuable information. Instead, AGT was sprinkled throughout the TA. AGT does not 

give teachers the detailed information that they need to improve. The CST reports do 

give teachers and administrators the information needed to help teachers improve. The 

focus of the Tentative Agreement should have been on using the information in the CST 

reports to help identify and address teacher strengths and weaknesses.”  

Please visit www.monicaratliff2013.com 

Authorized by Monica Ratliff for Board of Education 2013 – 10420 Parr Ave. #5, Sunland, Ca.91040 
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MONICA RATLIFF for Board of Education 2013 

District 6 – The only Teacher in this Race 
 

12. What is your position on school choice for parents and families? 

 

Monica Ratliff said, “Every parent wants their children to have the best education 

available to them. I have the utmost respect for how hard parents are willing to work to 

obtain that educational opportunity for their children.” 

 

13. What is your opinion on charter school growth within the district? Should we 

limit or promote charter school growth? 

 

Monica Ratliff said, “I think the charter school growth is due to a combination of factors 

that must be respected: 1) parents want the best educational opportunities for their 

children and 2) charter school operators are extremely motivated to open schools that 

receive public funds but have more flexibility and, in some cases, less accountability than 

public schools. There are some excellent charter schools in the district. 

 

When I first started teaching, I considered opening my own charter school because my 

main concern has been and will always be educational equity. I want every student to 

receive an excellent education. Excellent charter schools that are open to all students and 

serve the needs of all students well should be applauded. But we cannot shy away from 

the reality that there are also some underperforming charter schools in the district. 

Currently, unsuccessful charter schools ride on the coattails of the successful charter 

schools. There is a tendency to lump all charter schools together just as there is a 

tendency to lump all public schools together. 

 

I seek to neither increase nor limit charter school growth. Schools need to be examined 

based on their results and their treatment of students - not on their label: charter or public. 

Every school needs to be effective and every school needs to meet the needs of their 

students. No school receiving public funds should be allowed to cherry pick their 

students or “counsel” students out and keep the funds but not the student. All schools - 

regardless of the type - should be held to the same standards.” 

 

14. How will you engage the community to inform your policy positions and 

understand the implications of board decisions on the educational experiences of the 

families and students you serve? 

 

Monica Ratliff said, “The first thing that we need to look at is changing the status quo of 

the Board. Meetings need to be staggered so that some meetings are held during the day 

and some meetings are held in the evening. Currently, the only parents and community 

members that can attend a Board meeting and speak during the public comment period 

are those that are able to attend a meeting during the day. Meetings should be accessible 

to the public. Having meetings only during the day does not encourage attendance by the 

public. In addition, staggering the meetings will allow for greater public comment at 

Board meetings. 
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In addition, I will generally be in the Valley visiting schools and engaging in the 

community. I think a big problem with the current state of affairs is that the Board needs 

to be more accessible and interested in communicating with the community. My favorite 

part of this campaign has been meeting voters and discussing their concerns about 

education. If elected, I have no interest in running for an office beyond school board so I 

have no need for downtown facetime amongst the politicians. I am running to serve the 

needs of the students in the Valley. When there‟s a problem at a school, I will run to the 

school not away from it.” 

 

15. How will you work with other members of the board, the administration and 

members of the community to ensure EL students are reclassifying and gaining 

access to A-G courses? 

 

Monica Ratliff said, “I have worked with many EL students over the last decade that I 

have been teaching. I know that LAUSD can do a better job helping students reclassify 

through academically rigorous targeted instruction. Our students must graduate from 

high school confident that they can enter college or a vocation. The curriculum at every 

school must be standards based and academically rigorous or our students will be unable 

to succeed.” 

 

16. Do you support Superintendent John Deasy and would you fight to keep him in office?* 

 

“Well, I have only heard him speak once and I am hesitant to evaluate someone‟s job performance 

based on articles that I have read in the newspaper. So, I can‟t comment on what his job performance 

is. I have read he gets up early in the morning, extremely early. That he is an extremely hard worker. 

I have read that, and of course, I admire that. So, I would need more before I am going to evaluate his 

job performance. I think that in terms of, some of the, you know, I believe Antonio was talking about 

the iPad/tablet concept. Is that what you were referencing when you said technology? (aside to 

Antonio)  I absolutely believe we need to have technology in student hands, but I think this needs to 

be determined at the local site level, because whether it should be an iPad or a Kindle Fire, these 

things need to be determined based on the needs of the students at that school. Also, they need 

internet access. So, what we need to be talking about it what is the internet access going to be like at 

their home, and how are we going to make sure that they have that internet access? I was telling 

somebody recently, when my brother moved out, he took his internet with him so I tried a hotspot. 

That‟s not very effective. So, the reality is that we need to figure out how we are going to provide 

these families with the internet, because giving them a device without access to the internet is 

ridiculous, and so that needs to be part of the plan. Also, how are we going to make sure there is no 

bullying on, no cyber bullying. That our devices are not being used to actually harm our students. So, 

these things need to be worked out, they need to be planned, and we need to see it before we spend 

it.”   

*Please note: This question was added from the Candidate Forum video. 
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